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KEY TAKEAWAYS: 
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Learn which platform is best for what 

Know how much time it takes to do social media well 

Understand when is the best time to engage 



143Social: the Basics 

We Love Social Media! 
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➞  We provide social media marketing and management for 
small businesses 

➞  Our doors opened in 2016, and we now have more than      
10 folks on our team with offices in St. Paul, MN and 
Chicago, IL 

➞  Our passion is making social media deliver results for our 
customers 



Which Social Media Platform is Best for What? 
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 Facebook 
➞  The place to share fun times and experiences 
➞  Promote events, happenings, etc… 
➞  When customers write to you, you MUST reply 

 Twitter 
➞  Tricky for small business, not always necessary 
➞  Great for direct marketing: alerts, news, specials, product info, etc…  

 YouTube 
➞  VIDEO is the most powerful content 
➞  Great indirect way to grow your community 

 Instagram 
➞  For pictures and video, visual and creative 
➞  Great place to grow followers by leveraging #hashtags 
➞  Good opportunity for user-generated content 



Which Social Media Platform is Best for What? 
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Other Platforms 

 LinkedIn 
➞  Great for B2B and 

professional services 

 Pinterest 
➞  3rd most used platform 

by women 

Local Directories 
➞  SPACC, Angie’s List, 

etc…  

➞  #1 online review site where customers 
search for businesses 

➞  Retention and reward opportunities for 
regular customers 

Yelp 
➞   MUST HAVE for every business! (tied 

to google search and SEO) 
➞  Retention and reward opportunities for 

regular customers 

Google+ 



When is the Best Time to Engage? 
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Seven Steps to a Quality Social Media Post 
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Rinse and 
repeat for 
each post.

RESEARCH 
Decide what to write 
about, who’s done it 

before, how it relates to 
your business, etc… 

1 VISUAL AID 
Find a good picture, 

drawing, illustration or 
video to accompany 

your post. 

2 WRITE 
Use your company’s 

“voice” and don’t 
forget about good 

grammar and spelling. 

3

MONITOR 
Respond when 
appropriate to 
reactions and 

comments 

6 TIMING 
Choose the right time 
to post – it varies by 
platform and type of 

business 

5

TRIM 
Edit down the post 

length depending on 
the platform (twitter, 

LinkedIn, etc…) 

4

ANALYZE 
What kinds of posts 
worked better? Use 

this when you plan for 
the next post(s).  

7



How Much Time Does All This Take? 

POSTING 
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➞  On average, a quality post takes between 
20-40 minutes to put together 

➞  If you post M-F, once a day, spend over 130 
hours/year, or 10+ hours/month 

➞  If you post 3 times a day, every day, it could 
easily take 45 hours/month of your time 

➞  Keep in mind, this is only how much time is 
required to make and publish a post 



How Much Time Does All This Take? 
EVERYTHING ELSE 
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➞  Conversations when you need to follow up on issues/questions raised in comments 
➞  Replying to direct messages in a timely fashion 
➞  Responding to bad reviews 
➞  Responding to good reviews (and knowing when to do it) 
➞  Making sure your company’s bio is aligned on different sites (including your website) 
➞  Monitoring reviews on other sites you might not think of as social media (like Yelp and Google) 
➞  Deciding when/if you want to pay for boosting/promoting posts 
➞  Finding customers and other businesses/organizations to follow 
➞  Getting people and other businesses/organizations to follow you 
➞  Understanding the multitude of metrics: what’s really a good impression and engagement rate? 
➞  Keeping up with changing platform rules 
➞  Getting the right social media management tools and learning how to use them (good tools make things 

more efficient, and they are also expensive) 
➞  Being highly responsive and interactive on social media can become an almost 24/7 commitment 

A few more things you’ll need for a good social media program:

These additional activities can easily take up another 20-40 hours/month of your time.



Thank You for Your Time! 
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